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Detecting millihertz 
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Hadron Collider



 A “proposal” for LHC

(but with some questions

open for discussion)



Outline of the experiment concept

(And revising some fundamental concepts)



GW
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orientation
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 Visualise it similar

to the expansion

of the universe,

there is no

“central”/absolute

reference frame

about which the

test masses shift.



Laser 
interferometry 
detection 
principle



Sensitivity curves 

of GW detectors

 Major noise sources in laser 

interferometry:

1. Gravity gradient (GG) noise 
at low frequencies.

2. Thermal noise at high 
frequencies.

 Laser path length determines
GW frequency range to which
the detector is sensitive.



Effect of GWs on proton bunch test masses
(Change in travel time due to change in test mass velocities, not orbit distortion!)



Effect of GWs on 

proton bunch 

test masses

• Found by integrating the timelike geodesic
equations of the GW metric (linearized
gravity metric in the transverse-traceless
gauge), after imposing a circular
trajectory of the test masses and a general
orientation of the GW.

• We used for simplicity, the ansatz of a
linearly polarized sinusoidal GW to
estimate the order of magnitude of travel
time change and the detector antenna
pattern.



LIGO vs. 

LHC-GW 

antenna 

pattern



GW orbit distortion vs. velocity change

 Orbit distortion causes a travel-time change which goes as h0
2

(h0 is the GW characteristic strain).

 Velocity change causes a travel-time change which goes as h0

(therefore being the significant effect on travel time).

 Orbit distortion is maximum for GW propagating perpendicular

to the ring, while velocity change is minimum (null) for this

orientation.

 Look at the antenna pattern!



Previous works only consider GW 

propagating perpendicular to ring plane



Noise sources at LHC

Order of magnitude over the observation period, say, 24 hours:-

1. Quantum noise (quantum uncertainty in time-tagging proton bunches): 
ΔTquantum~10-20 s.

2. Gravity gradient noise (due to Sun, Moon, Alps mountains etc.): ΔTGG~10-16 s 

3. Seismic noise (due to orbit distortion): ΔTseismic~10-17 s.

4. Radiofrequency phase noise (due to rf system): ΔTrf~10-12 s.

5. Detector noise (due to detector timing jitter): ΔTdetector~10-12 s.

6. Photon shot noise(due to photon statistics): ΔTphoton~10-17 s.

We found that 2. and 3. cause continuous build-up of time delay (deterministic
noise), while the other noise sources cause a timing jitter (stochastic noise).

Exactly how does a detector time-tag the proton bunches ?



Gravity gradient noise

 LIGO, LISA : Stationary test masses affected by moving objects changing the 
local gravitational potential.

 LHC etc. : Moving test masses traversing the gravity gradient created by 
stationary objects.

 GG noise is greatly attenuated by the high frequency circulation of proton 
bunches ~ (1/v0

2).

 LIGO, LISA are sensitive to the tiniest masses causing GG noise ;
LHC etc. would be much less sensitive.

 E.g. ΔTGG - Mont Blanc ~ 10-16 s  ;  ΔTGG - Sun & Moon ~ 10-18 s over the period of a day.

 Tides acting on the tunnel/structure vs. tides acting directly on proton bunches.

 GG noise is deterministic noise, not stochastic noise.





Seismic noise
 Ground vibration => relative motion between dipole magnets => orbit distortion 

=> proton bunch travel time change => seismic noise

 Seismic noise is also deterministic, not stochastic.

 We took orbit distortion magnitudes (~µm) from refs. :-

1. Estimated impact of ground motion on HL-LHC beam orbit, D. Gamba, R. Corsini, M. 
Guinchard, M. Schaumann, and J. Wenninger (2018). 

2. Analysis of ground motion at SPS and LEP—Implications for the LHC, R. J. Steinhagen, 
S. Redaelli, and J. Wenninger, Technical Report No. CERN-AB-2005-087 (2005)

3. Effect of Very Low Frequency Ground Motion on the LHC, L. Vos, p. 4, CERN Records, 
(CERN, Geneva, 1998)

4. Ground motion in LEP and LHC, L. Vos, Part. Accel. 50, 221 (1994)

 We computed the order of magnitude of travel-time change using this info. 
ΔTseismic~10-17 s due to mHz seismic waves over the period of a day.

 The LHC orbit correction mechanisms don’t allow the proton bunches to follow 
the dipole magnets, but even if they did, this would be the travel time change.



Rf noise

 ΔTrf~10-12 s ; experimentally measured at LHC in 
S. Baron, T. Mastoridis, J. Troska, and P. Baudrenghien, Jitter impact on 
clock distribution in LHC experiments, J. Instrum. 7, C12023 (2012).

 Rf noise is stochastic (random fluctuations in data points).

 For slow changing (e.g. mHz) effects, proton bunches adapt 
adiabatically via the Rf system.

 If Rf system can adapt, then the GW effect will be present as the excess 
energy drawn from it to keep the proton bunch frequency constant.

 But the GW effect is smaller than the noise by the Rf itself => Rf cannot 
adapt to something it cannot detect !

 If Rf system cannot adapt, then the GW effect will be present in the 
proton bunch travel time as predicted (although buried under noise).



Proton bunch time-tagging detector

 Can’t use LHC particle detectors.

 E.g. Longitudinal Density Monitor (LDM): Existing detector in LHC; single-
photon detection system which detects visible synchrotron radiation of 
the proton bunches to measure their longitudinal profile. Presently, 
ΔTdetector= 50 ps  ;  dead time = 77 ns.

 Possible solution: superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors 
(SNSPDs) ? 
Cutting edge offers sub-3ps timing jitter; few GHz photon count rate; 
98% detection efficiency; 10-3 Hz dark count rate; operation over broad 
wavelength range.
Modern optical clocks offer a timing precision (least count) of ~ 10-19 s.

 Therefore, assume that a detection system can be made which can
accurately, consecutively and continuously time-tag proton bunches.



LHC-GW 

sensitivity 

curve



Improvement
of GW source
sky-localization
in a network

 LISA is expected to have a
sky-localization of 1-100 sq.

deg., which is not good
enough to identify the
source galaxy.

 In a network with LHC-GW,
optimistic improvement of
angular resolution by roughly
1.5 orders of magnitude.

 Effect of Earth’s rotation.





Pros of this GW detection 

technique

 Detection of mHz GWs on Earth possible.

 Can be carried out in existing facilities, such as LHC (i.e. no need to 
build facilities from scratch over several decades, unlike LIGO, LISA etc.)

 Can complement the space-based mHz GW detectors (for source sky-
localization etc.)

 Based on current status of technology, seems quite feasible to 
implement in the near future. 

 Possibly, detection of mHz GWs might be achieved before the launch 
of LISA in 2034.



Proposal for LHC and open 

questions for discussion

 What detector technology would be needed for proton bunch time-tagging ?
(non-invasive, ultrafast, high precision e.g., SNSPDs to detect synchrotron radiation; 
electro-optic charge centroid/beam position monitors)

 Can the RF system adapt to the GWs effect on proton bunch travel times?
(numerical simulation to see the interplay between the Rf and GW effect)

 Complete the list of noise sources: what are the ones we missed ?
(distinction between noise sources acting on the ring structure, vs. acting directly on 
the proton bunches)

 For the seismic noise, can we adopt a solution as proposed in an earlier talk ? 
(measuring seismic noise precisely and subtracting it from the signal) 

 Would the detector itself at least, need to be vibrationally isolated?
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